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DE-FEET Breast Cancer run raises $25,000
By Haley Behre

LAKE COMO — Hundreds of people gathered in Lake Como to
help De-FEET breast cancer one race at a time.

The fourth annual De-FEET Breast Cancer 5K Run/Walk began
and ended at Bar Anticipation on Saturday.

The event, sponsored by the Mama Mare Breast Cancer
Foundation, raises money for the foundation, which aids in
breast cancer research, as well as supports breast cancer
patients and their families.

A portion of the funds raised will also go toward the ongoing
breast cancer projects and programs at the Robert Wood
Johnson University Hospital, in New Brunswick.

The race is in honor of Mary Ellen Pernice and Cindy Abrams.

Krista Kasper started the foundation soon after her mother,
Ms. Pernice, lost her battle to breast cancer in 2010.

Ms. Abrams is the aunt of Jonathan Arroyo’s wife, Alyssa, who
also lost her battle to breast cancer over 10 years ago.

Mr. Arroyo is the co-director of the race and vice chair of the board of directors for
the foundation.

In the first three years, the race has raised more than $100,000 for its cause, Mr. 
Arroyo said.

With the help of the 2013 run, as well as other fundraisers, the foundation was able
to donate $30,000 towards biomedical cancer research recently, Mr. Arroyo said,
noting the foundation has donated about $80,000 in total to the cause to date.

This year, with the help of the 797 people who registered for the race, the foundation was able to raise more
than $25,000, Mr. Arroyo said, noting that donations are still coming in.

“The event went very well,” he said.

The event featured pre- and post-race activities, such as a DJ, gym training to warm people up before the
race, a barbecue, awards ceremony and children’s run for ages 3-12.

Cliff Gerber, of New York City, placed first overall for males with a time of 17:34, while Jayne Condon, of Wall,
placed first overall for females with a time of 19:59.

The top three fundraising teams were Chiliheads for Ta Tas, Starbucks and Team Jilly Bean.

During the event, breast cancer survivor Amy Gray, of Old Bridge, was honored with a dream vacation as part of
the foundation’s My Happy Place program.

“We would like to thank everyone who supported our 4th Annual De-FEET Breast Cancer 5K Run/Walk. To all
that participated, donated, fundraised, sponsored, volunteered and to all our vendors, we appreciate all you
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Nearly 800 people came to Lake Como this past
weekend to participate in the annual De-FEET 
Breast Cancer 5K Walk/Run, which began and
ended at Bar Anticipation. Photo by STEVE
WEXLER, STAR NEWS GROUP
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have done for this cause,” Mr. Arroyo said.

Donations can still be made until May 31 by visiting https://runsignup.com/Race/Donate/NJ/LakeComo
/3rdAnnualDeFEETBreastCancer5KRunWalk.

For more information on the Mama Mare Breast Cancer Foundation visit www.mamamare.org/Home.html.
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